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Skills and Competency analysis
Adopt a strategic approach to your workforce’s skills and competencies

As businesses think of strategically planning the future, 

ensuring they have the right skills and competencies to 

reach their goal is of the highest importance.

Why Orgvue?

Orgvue is a purpose-built platform which allows you to analyze the competencies – meaning the skills, 

behaviours and abilities - your workforce has today, the ones you need to achieve your business 

strategy and the gap between the two, so you can inform your people strategy and manage risk

“59% of HR leaders are making building critical skills and 

competencies their top 2022 priority*”
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Whether you use both skills and behavioral data, skills alone, or just measure a 

specific ability, Orgvue adapts to your business and helps you deliver results

Competency data has proven to inform leader’s ability to 

make decisions in regards to hiring, outsourcing, 

recruiting, technology, marketing, and much more.

But today’s business environment is fast paced and 

constantly changing. In fact, studies show a 63% 

increase of skills required for a job in IT, finance or sales 

since 2018**. So how can you make sure you have the 

right processes in place to confidently manage the 

competencies of your workforce, while keeping up with 

market trends?

*Source: 2022 Gartner HR Priorities Survey; for more on demographics

** “What Is a Skills Taxonomy Anyway? Understanding the Market for SkillsTech,” joshbersin.com, podcast, April 2021. 
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1. Integrate and align your data

Bring your data together, align it, and set a strong 

foundation for the work you’re going to do.

You can either bring in your skills and 

competency data from external sources (such as 

your HR system, spreadsheets, or any other 

system), or use orguve’s built-in competency 

survey to gather data on your workforce

How it works

2. Set competency targets: what do you need to achieve business success?

Answer questions such as:

• What skills do I need in my engineering team in order 

to improve the product?

• At what levels should they be?

• What competency levels do I need in the finance team 

to achieve my finance objectives?

Example of a competency survey on Orgvue, where a leader 

assigns competencies to a member of their team

How many competencies are needed for each role 

in the sales team?

What competencies would a Senior Architect 

need to be successful?

3. Analyze actuals: what competencies does your workforce have today?

Answer questions such as:

• What skills do members of the marketing team possess today?

• Which teams are most proficient in project management?

• Which people are the single holders of a specific competency?

• How does the IT team do in all programming skills?

What competencies does the Chief Supply Chain 

Officer have today? I which departments are your behavioural skills are supplied today?
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4. Assess the gap between the skills you need and the ones you have

Answer questions such as:

• Which competency are we really low on as a company or specific division?

• Which roles are lacking proficiency across the organization?

• In which area should I hire people? 

• Where should I upskill existing talent?

What are the competency gaps for Robbie, and 

where is he above target and where is he’s lacking?

Visual revealing Manjeet’s team doesn’t match its required 

competencies as much as Ryan’s team

Identifying which skills are missing, and whether critical or not

5. Bring clarity to your business and set an action plan

• Identify succession candidates and their readiness 

for holding future positions 

• Identify priority requirements for learning and 

development investments

• Have a full view on the internal marketplace,  

matching the right talent to the right roles, and 

managing transitions

• Quantify the supply of people possessing the 

competencies required to deliver strategic objectives 

(strategic workforce planning)

Reviewing employees without a defined career 

path or next steps

Tracking the succession plans stages of employees throughout the process
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“Not only did we 

uncovered some serious 

gaps in how we managed 

competencies, but we 

now have a team 

equipped with the right 

processes to ensure we 

stay on top of the skills 

market” – VP of Human 

Resources

Customer story

Business goal:

› To effectively respond to major changes in the industry’s 

requirements by ensuring they have the right skilled 

engineering workforce

› To uncover gaps in current competency management and 

workforce planning methodology, and drive more proactive 

talent decision making

Solution:

› Gathered and aligned competency data in 

Orgvue, leveraging historical Excel models to 

increase speed to value

› Assessed the workforce and identified imbalances 

and opportunities in current competency 

framework

› Established a concise approach to developing 

and assigning target competencies to roles

› Built in-house capability to visualize workforce 

gaps and needs, and enable ongoing and 

proactive decision making

Gaps uncovered:
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For more information please contact:

+44 (0) 20 3633 1090

www.orgvue.com

Orgvue, the leading organizational planning and design SaaS platform, harnesses the power of 

data visualization and modeling to build more adaptable, better performing organizations in an 

era of constantly changing market dynamics. HR, finance and business leaders use the platform 

to take control of their business and make faster, more confident data-driven decisions to 

fearlessly build the organizations they want tomorrow, today. 


